
Due to the rise in enrollment, additional
classroom space became necessary, leading to
the conversion of the gymnasium mezzanine into
two classrooms.

Dr. Brass School 

While students were out enjoying the sun of summer, the Good Spirit School Division
Facilities Team was busy working on projects in various locations. The talented team of
Chad Rennie, Chad Hicks, Regan Cobb, Dean Katzberg, Derek Ferguson, Regan Bohn,
Austin Boychuk, and Mason Bradford worked tirelessly improving our facilities.

In the final stage of the three-phase project, five classrooms underwent renovations,
complete with new paint and cabinetry. Additionally, the entranceways to the school
have been upgraded with resilient carpeting.
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P.J. Gillen School
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A revitalization was carried out on the school's main entrance and corridor. Outdated
and damaged flooring was replaced with contemporary resilient flooring and new
carpeting, giving the space a fresh and updated look.

Beneath the bustling activity of students and staff, the boiler room underwent
enhancements, including the replacement of the floor, installation of new boilers, and a
water heater upgrade. Ainsworth Mechanical successfully executed the project, which
commenced in spring and concluded in the fall.
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Churchbridge Public School
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Norquay School saw the completion of a couple
of exciting projects over the summer. Three
classrooms underwent comprehensive
renovations, encompassing upgrades to
flooring, paint, and millwork.

Norquay also observed
the preparation of a
classroom for the Pre-K
program, along with the
establishment of a
fenced outdoor area.

Norquay School



The senior gymnasium washrooms are now
sporting new fixtures and new partitions.

The gym was treated to a new
rubberized sports floor.
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Kamsack Comprehensive School

Victoria School



This summer marked the establishment of the Michif Early Learning Program space. The
renovation involved the conversion of a classroom and the addition of a washroom. The
construction included the incorporation of a loft space within the classroom and the
installation of new cabinetry. Further enhancements comprised the introduction of a new
shed for outdoor storage and the creation of a fenced-in play area.
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Columbia School



The refurbishment of a pre-existing classroom encompassed the installation of computer
workstations, new flooring, paint, lighting, and the establishment of a teacher workroom.
As part of this enhancement, a comprehensive rewiring of electrical and data systems
was also undertaken.
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Esterhazy High School



In July, All Season completed the expansion and recap of the parking lot. 

All Season was also busy at Yorkdale Central School adding asphalt to various areas to
enhance drainage. This work was completed in August. 
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Yorkton Regional High School

Yorkdale Central School


